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This has been an unbelievably busy month since the last Board meeting. I feel as though I have been living
at the Museum, which isn't too far from reality. We ordered, received, and dispensed 3000 gallons of diesel
fuel, keeping our thirsty RAL engines going. We still have some on hand, but we may need to buy more
before the season is over, the way we're selling RAL's. We also bought 4 barrels of lube oil (2 of which were
paid for by Seth Adams, related to his WP 501 project), for WP 2001's oil replacement. The Mechanical
Department should have a detailed report on the litany of problems being addressed on the 2001, and why
it's become a shop queen. We will need to buy more lube oil for makeup stock, and for placing any other
engines in service.

Our long-time friend Doug Morgan has passed away. Within a week of his passing, his daughter and son-inlaw from Minnesota, as well as Doug's attorney, Brian Whipple, showed up at the Museum and demanded
access into Morgan's boxcar. After being denied by us, they attempted to get into the car with keys they
got from Whipple. The car, however, was on UP's West Pass, and they were trespassing on UP property, so
Vice-President Elems contacted UP's RMCC (Risk Management Control Center), and notified them of the
trespassers attempting to break into a boxcar. This resulted in a heavy response by law enforcement, and a
hasty departure by Mr. Whipple, leaving Doug's daughter and son-in-law to fend for themselves. They told
the officers that they got bad information from their attorney, and were told to leave. I have a copy of the
sheriff's report, if anyone wants to see it. Doug's daughter then posted for sale on Craig's List the UP 849,
the boxcar, and a hy-rail truck (location unknown). I was astounded that Whipple allowed her to do this, as
he is fully aware of the status of this equipment, and the state of the litigation. The listing was pulled after a
few days. Due to repeated attempts to contact us by Morgan's son-in-law, which were getting nastier, I
responded to him in a message I sent to all the Directors. He responded with another attempt to get
information on the legal proceedings, which I have ignored. Once the legal proceedings are concluded, I will
contact him as appropriate.

I have researched locomotive batteries, and have established contacts with the regional rep for Crown
batteries, and the sales rep for Dyno batteries. Dyno batteries are made in Seattle, and were recommended
by Roger Stabler, as they are used on the Yolo Shortline. Battery prices have dropped dramatically since I
last researched them 3 years ago; I can now buy a full set of batteries from Crown or Dyno for around
$7000, including shipping. Prices for single batteries or uni-packs are nearly the same, so we can get what
we need, depending on what the locomotive requires, without having to spend too much. The Board needs
to determine how we are going to make these purchases of fuel oil, lube oil, and batteries, or the end of
the operating season may result in complete shutdown of the facility. The 1100 is still on life support, and
may be OK as long as the weather stays hot; after that, failure is virtually guaranteed. WP 917's batteries
are also showing signs of their age; sudden failure has been the norm with the batteries in the 917, due to

it's hard-starting characteristics. I will no longer cobble batteries together from various engines or locations
to get something running; moving batteries around is hard on the batteries, and the chance of damaging
and/or dropping a battery while moving it is always there, and is very detrimental or fatal to the battery.

We have had initial discussions about the possibility of obtaining a loan for various projects and needs
around the Museum; I will defer the details to other reports. I will say, though, that thinking outside the
box here is essential to the future growth and needs of the Museum.

Last week, I took Ethan Doty and Fritz Elems with me to Chester, to photograph and measure the Carr-Bell
plow at Collins Pine in Chester. We obtained just about all the data we needed to provide to the truckers to
obtain quotes for the move. Ethan did a great job creating a file with photos of the plow, overlaid with the
dimensions we obtained, that I was able to send to the truckers. Of course, I had to take these two to lunch
as part of the deal, but it was worth it. I have just received an E-mail from Rushway Trucking in Newcastle;
and they now say they cannot move the plow (don't have a trailer big enough). I have sent the dimension
info and a quote request to SRT Trucking in Sparks, and to Taylor Heavy Hauling in Roseville, for their input.
This may result, however, in requiring us to hire cranes to load the plow at Chester, and unload it at
Portola, adding significantly to the cost. SRT works closely with Bragg Crane in Sparks, and Taylor has their
own cranes, according to their website. We've worked with Bragg and Taylor in the past; we'll see what
they come up with. I may have more information at the Board meeting.

Vice-President Greg Elems and I met with 4 representatives from FEMA, Cal-OES, and other agencies a
couple of weeks ago, laying the groundwork for our damage claims due to the storms last winter. By the
time of the Board meeting, I will have met with the on-site FEMA inspector, inspecting the damage we
claimed on our access road and on our balloon track, and will have more information on the results of that
inspection. Related to this, track work on the damaged balloon has been severely hampered by the
extremely hot, dry weather this summer. Every day seems to be in the 90's, little or no wind, and no clouds,
making track work essentially impossible after about 10 AM. Several of our diehard volunteers have
attempted to get work done, despite the hot conditions, such as Greg Elems, Bil Jackson, Charlie Spikes,
Loren Ross, and Ethan Doty. Don Nelson just spent a long week with us, running the backhoe every day,
most of the day, and again in the evening, digging out trenches for old tie removal and new tie insertion,
and actually removed most of the bad ties, and got all the staged new ones inserted. The amount of work
he got done was phenomenal, especially given the brutal conditions. I want this effort recognized, and
everyone made aware of it. On top of that, he plans on coming back near the end of July/early August to do
it again! With what Don got done, there's plenty of setting/spiking/tamping/aligning for the rest of us to get
done before he comes back; see Roadmaster Greg Elems for the work plans and times. I would like to see
us get the railroad back in service by Railroad Days, if at all possible. Pray for a break in the weather.

Speaking of Railroad Days, I am already attending regular meetings of the Railroad Days Committee,
planning for the event on August 25-27. As in the past, we will run trains on Friday, 8/25, as normal
(admission and fares charged), and on Saturday and Sunday (8/26 - 8/27), with free Museum admission,
and normal fares for train rides. We are also holding a raffle for the custom quilt on display in the WP Store,
with the drawing on Railroad Days. Raffle ticket sales, however, have been very slow. We plan on having
model railroads set up in the shop, Gary Van Treese back on the dock with his live-steam G-scale, and a
demonstration of Fairmont one-cylinder engines (one-lungers) out front, by one of Fritz Elems' instructors
from the Truckee Meadows Community College (TMCC). We also need to provide the "Kluge" as motive
power for the people-mover tram between the Museum and the City Park. It looks like the Portola
Firefighters and their Auxiliary may provide most of the manpower for the tram this year, at least so far. We
should also have UP Heritage units UP 1983 (WP) and UP 1989 (DRGW) on display at the Museum; location
to be announced later.

Largely due to the high number of RAL's, including the surge at the end of June to beat the price increase,
income through the WP Store has been good. I will defer the details to Director Wesch; but I have been
able to allow the Mechanical Department to buy what they need, for the most part, to accomplish the work
they're trying to do. Some of that work included shop time for the WP 805-A, in preparation for a special
RAL on July 3 by Mark Bluth, a Life Member from Saratoga, CA, and a very generous donor. When tested on
July 2, the 805-A performed as expected, but on the morning of the 3rd, with Mark ready for his RAL, the
805-A decided that it's brakes weren't going to work correctly. After Fritz worked on it for quite some time,
I suggested bringing the 917-D down and MU-ing it with the 805-A, to see if the brake problem would be
mitigated with 917-D in control. This was successful, so Mark and his friend did the RAL from the 917-D,
with the 805-A trailing, in the afternoon, after the regular caboose trains, and they were happy. After the
RAL, Fritz and I put the F's away in the west end of the yard, to be out of the way for the July 4th caboose
trains. That evening, Fritz asked me if we were going to run the F's for the 4th; I hadn't even given it a
thought. The next morning, however, I had Fritz fire up the F's, and we swapped them onto the caboose
train for the day, 917-D flying appropriate flags (see Greg Elems' videos, edited by Webmaster Finnegan).
The F's developed a minor MU glitch, but we were able to work through it for the day. Good job, Fritz!

This has been a long report, but there's been a lot going on. In closing, I want to thank everyone who has
been spending multiple days at the Museum, working RAL's, maintenance, track work, or whatever needs
to be done (or doing what I ask them to do). I'm proud to have this group of Willing People busting their
butts at this facility day after day, and, I haven't forgotten the people that are working just as hard from
home on innumerable projects. It all counts.

